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The Biggest Name in Fishing™

PENN® BATTLE® SPINNING REEL
Built to Win the War Between Man and Fish
Sometimes a little skirmish breaks out and the angler simply reels in the fish. But 
other times, it’s an all out war and the winner of the clash is not determined till the 
very end. The new PENN® Battle® spinning reel gives the angler the advantage, 
producing catches instead of just hook ups.

The full metal one-piece body and sideplate maintain precise gear alignment under 
heavy loads. And on the inside are more fishing fighting features like the Techno-
balanced™ rotor that provides a smooth retrieve and won’t compress under load. 
Six shielded stainless steel ball bearings plus an anti-reverse bearing add to the 
performance. The main shaft is stainless steel for added corrosion protection and durability.

Beneath the machined, anodized aluminum spool are HT-100™ drag washers that have a wide adjustment range and 
stay calm, cool and collected in the heat of battle. No need for a mono backing with the spool, it is equipped with a 
superline spool band to keep braids from slipping. And to keep a secure grip on the handle, the Battle has an oversized 
soft touch knob.

Seven models are available, from the 2000 to the 8000.  Reel weights range from the 9.6-ounce 2000 to 29.2 on the 
8000. Line retrieves range from 29 inches per handle revolution on the 2000 to 41 inches on the 8000 with max drags 
of 7 to 25 pounds, depending on model. 

Large line capacities are available on the Battle spool, from 260 yards of 4-pound test monofilament or 260 yards of 
8-pound braid on the 2000 to 390 yards of 20-pound mono or 550 yards of 50-pound braid on the 8000.
The MSRP on the PENN Battle is $99.95 to $119.95

Frame
	 One-piece	aluminum

Bearings
	 6	SS	+	1	IAR

Drag
	 Oversized	HT-100	washers

Max Drag
	 7	to	25	pounds,	depending	on	model

Gear Ratio
	 6.2:1							BTL2000,	BTL3000,	BTL4000	
	 5.6:1							BTL5000,	BTL6000
	 5.3:1							BTL7000,	BTL8000

Line Retreive
	 29	inches	(BTL2000)
	 31	inches	(BTL3000)
	 34	inches	(BTL4000)
	 37	inches	(BTL5000)
	 39	inches	(BTL6000,	BTL7000)
	 41	inches	(BTL8000)

Weight
	 9.6	ounces	to	29.2	ounces,
	 	 depending	on	model

MSRP
	 $99.95	to	$119.95

Built for the rigors of  
 saltwater game fishing


